AVID Elective
Standards
Grade 9

Course Description

th

9 Grade AVID Elective Class
Major Concepts/Content: Advancement Via Individual Determination (AVID) is an
academic elective course that prepares students for college readiness and success, and
it is scheduled during the regular school day as a year-long course. Each week, students
receive instruction utilizing a rigorous college preparatory curriculum provided by AVID
Center, tutor-facilitated study groups, motivational activities and academic success
skills. In AVID, students participate in activities that incorporate strategies focused on
writing, inquiry, collaboration, organization and reading to support their academic
growth.
Some students will have previous experience with AVID at the middle grades, and some
students will be experiencing AVID for the first time. Either way, the ninth grade AVID
Elective course will serve as a review of the AVID philosophy and strategies. Students
will work on academic and personal goals and communication, adjusting to the high
school setting. Students will increase awareness of their personal contributions to their
learning, as well as their involvement in their school and community. There is an
emphasis on analytical writing, focusing on personal goals and thesis writing. Students
will work in collaborative settings, learning how to participate in collegial discussions
and use sources to support their ideas and opinions. Students will prepare for and
participate in college entrance and placement exams, while refining study skills and testtaking, note-taking, and research techniques. They will take an active role in field trip
and guest speaker preparations and presentations. Their college research will include
financial topics and building their knowledge on colleges and careers of interest.
AVID Curriculum Books Used:
AVID College and Careers
Implementing and Managing the AVID Program for High School
High School Writing
Organizing the AVID Student Binder
Strategies for Success
AVID Tutorial Guide
Preparing for College Grades 11-12
Supplemental Materials could include the following:
AVID Weekly, Supporting Math in the AVID Elective, Write Path content books, AVID
Test Prep, Roadtrip Nation Weekly, Focused Note-Taking
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Character Development

9-CD

A. Self-Awareness
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Remind students about SLANT interactions and expectations in all classes
Understand the role of AVID students and display characteristics on a regular basis
Develop skills in offering appropriate criticism
Develop understanding about personal learning styles
Complete self-evaluations about conflict resolution, personal behavior and core values
Apply conflict management skills, aligning with the expectations of an AVID student
Develop awareness of personal strengths/skills and utilize them to better the school and
community

B. Goals
1. Calculate grade point average and set academic and personal goals for success, being
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

sure to monitor goals at the end of each grading period
Revisit academic six-year plan to understand college entrance requirements and learn
about AP®/IB®/honors course options
Examine academic strengths and weaknesses that will aid in course selection patterns
Create focused goals around college and the steps necessary to gain entrance
Create short-, mid-, and long-term goals that support academic and personal growth
Review and revise personal and academic goals during key times throughout the year
Write an essay describing goals for success in high school, including the steps needed to
achieve those goals and potential barriers to meeting those goals
Discuss goals in an oral presentation, using organized information that integrates
appropriate media in the presentation

C. Community and School Involvement
1. Be exposed to a variety of school activities/clubs and community service opportunities

at the beginning of the year
2. Become active in at least one school or community service project/activity
3. Track community service hours and extracurricular activity participation in a multi-year
student portfolio
D. Ownership of Learning
1. Access grades online or from teachers on a regular basis
2. Analyze grade reports to create a study/action plan for continued academic

improvement
3. Seek opportunities outside of the AVID classroom to ask questions, clarify thinking and
identify points of confusion
4. Create positive peer connections through independent study groups
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Communication

9-COMM

A. Speaking
Effectively integrate speaking terminology into speeches
Role play varying word choice, tone and voice when speaking to an assigned audience
Practice purposeful movement during speeches
Draft, edit, revise and present an informal and a formal speech
Work with a collaborative group to make presentations to the class following various
activities
6. Use factually reliable evidence to support topic
7. Present information, findings and supporting evidence concisely and logically
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

B. Listening
1. Give feedback on student presentations and delivery
2. Pose questions that ask for clarification
3. Record key information in Cornell notes
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Writing

9-WRI

A. The Writing Process
Use organizational strategies and tools to aid in the development of essays
Understand and identify the audience, purpose and form for writing assignments
Revise drafts multiple times to improve and clarify
Edit students' essays, especially checking for transition words and errors in grammar,
punctuation and comma usage
5. Use common editing marks during the editing process
6. Utilize rubrics to self-evaluate and peer evaluate work, especially those similar to AP
exam rubrics
7. Reflect on one's own writing to encourage continual growth
1.
2.
3.
4.

B. Writing Skills
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Understand strategies to write effective three-part essays
Develop a clear and concise thesis for expository writing
Write with a focus on grammar, punctuation and comma usage
Include descriptive sentences in pieces of writing
Use appropriate and varied transitions to link major sections of the text, in order to
create cohesion and clarify the relationships among complex ideas and concepts

C. Writing Applications
1. Develop and strengthen writing through the creation of a college research essay
2. Develop and strengthen writing through the creation of a Mandala essay
3. Write informative texts to examine and explain complex ideas, such as a complex

process
4. Develop and strengthen writing through the creation of a ‘life goals’ essay
D. Writing to Learn
1. Write summaries of information in various contexts
2. Differentiate between a summary and a reflection
3. Use learning logs to reflect upon performance on assessments, where the learning

broke down, and where confusion exists
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Inquiry

9-INQ

A. Costa's Levels of Thinking
1. Use Costa's Levels of Thinking words in assignments, discussions and notes
2. Focus on drawing connections between ideas, using compare and contrast questions

B. Tutorials
1. Refine collaborative tutorial skills through tutor-led discussions following tutorial
sessions
2. Student presenter initiates the discussion by explaining the question (what strategies
have been previously attempted and where they became confused in answering the
question)
3. Utilize resources (such as Cornell notes and textbook) to gather information
C. Socratic Seminar and Philosophical Chairs
1. Work with peers to set rules for collegial discussions and decision-making
2. Analyze a seminal U.S document of historical and literary significance (e.g., the

Gettysburg Address, Washington's Farewell Address) in a Socratic Seminar or
Philosophical Chairs discussion
3. Utilize critical reading strategies to indentify authors’ claims and formulate questions to

explore meaning as preparation for a Socratic Seminar
4. During the Socratic Seminar, ask additional questions to continue deeper exploration of

the text and one another’s thinking and expressions
5. Reflect on the Socratic Seminar discussion and identify areas for future improvement
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Collaboration

9-COLL

A. Types of Interactions
1.

Develop positive peer interaction skills through establishing group norms before, and
reflective discussions following, collaborative activities

2.

Utilize technology to interact and collaborate with others

3.

Respond thoughtfully to diverse perspectives, summarize points of agreement and
disagreement, and when warranted, justify one’s own views and understanding and
make new connections in light of the evidence and reasoning presented

4.

Participate in team building lessons to learn about valuing and effectively working with
others
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Organization

9-ORG

A. Organization and Time Management
1. Refine organization and neatness of binder through ongoing course support, peer
discussion, and personal reflection and goal setting
2. Utilize a planner/agenda to track class assignments and grades
3. Utilize a planner/agenda to balance social and academic commitments and color code
planner to identify different topics (academic, social, extracurricular, etc.)
4. Assess time usage and create a time management plan, which will allow for academic,
extracurricular and recreational activities
5. Begin developing a high school portfolio of personal academic work, accomplishments,
awards and extracurricular involvement to show evidence of growth and use for college
and scholarship applications
6. Publish final versions of writing for the academic portfolio
B. Note-Taking
1. Take 10 to 18 pages of quality Cornell notes per week
2. Understand how to use notes to study, including the fold-over method
3. Utilize notes during the tutorial process to support questioning and gathering of key
learning
4. Edit and revise notes outside of class to improve usability
5. Refine process of identifying important points, using abbreviations and using shortcuts
in the right column of Cornell notes
6. Begin writing higher-level questions in the left column that correspond to chunks of
information in the notes section
7. Reflect on all notes taken during a unit of study after the test is returned and consider
gaps of study that led to missed questions
C. Research and Technology
1. Use technology in assignments and presentations, using standardized citation styles to
cite sources
2. Utilize technology to complete final drafts of assignments and conduct research
3. Establish a professionally structured email address (e.g., first initial last name @ email
provider.com)
D. Test Preparation/Test-Taking
1. Identify and reflect on areas of academic weakness and determine study and test-taking
strategies that will aid in test preparation
2. Prepare for upcoming assessments based upon the format of the test and previous
assessment results
3. Understand grading rubric and prioritize time allotment on test sections based on point
values
4. Learn to effectively manage test anxiety
5. Check all answers/responses prior to submitting test and change responses when sure
of necessity
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Reading

9-REA

A. Vocabulary
1. Understand how to use context clues in interpreting new vocabulary
2. Incorporate new words garnered from reading into academic speech and writing
3. Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple meaning words using

context clues and reference materials
B. Textual Analysis
1. Understand and use pre-reading strategies to build background knowledge of unfamiliar
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

texts
Identify genre of text
Read and discuss various examples of text, including articles from fiction and non-fiction
Use multiple reading strategies, including Marking the Text and annotating text to
identify claims and connect ideas
Use rereading strategies to recall critical concepts during discussions and essay writing
Use any subtitles to guide reading
Record summaries, connections and questions in the margins
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College Preparedness

9-CP

A. Guest Speakers
1. Prepare for guest speaker presentations by creating questions for the speakers prior to
2.
3.
4.
5.

their visit
Greet and escort guest speakers to the classroom
Use skills of listening and note-taking during presentations by guest speakers
Gather insight from a variety of guest speakers who discuss various aspects of their
careers
Draft, peer edit, revise and create a final draft of a letter and/or project of appreciation
to guest speakers

B. Field Trips
1. Participate in field trips to include one or two college/university visits that are different

from previous year
2. Engage in at least one "e-trip" that has an interactive component that is outside of the
state
3. Use skills of listening and note-taking during field trip experiences
4. Draft, edit, revise and create final draft of writing that reflects on learning from field trip
experience(s)
C. College and Career Knowledge
1. Research college admissions requirements, with emphasis on cost of living, tuition, and

financial aid for a college of choice
2. Continue developing a basic understanding of college vocabulary
3. Research a career of interest, based upon career values
4. Participate in career awareness tests and activities to help build awareness of personal
strengths
D. College Entrance Testing
1. Take and analyze the results from a PLAN and/or PSAT test
2. Develop vocabulary skills by reviewing roots, prefixes, suffixes, and ACT and SAT® word

lists
3. Collaboratively problem solve PSAT/PLAN test preparatory items
E. College Admissions/Financial Aid
1. Understand the importance of community service and grades as a requirement for

scholarships
2. Identify schools of interest and examine cost of attendance
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